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I am Akvaruu from Taalihara. I do not belong anymore to Taalihara in the Jahya system where my
family brought me into this life. I am now fighting alongside my brothers and my sisters Taal in the Galactic
Federation of Worlds,  alongside High Commander Thor Han. You asked me to speak about an incident that
happened. There are a lot of disturbances. The Nebu from Orion and the Ciakahrr from Thuban have allied
with  different  humanoid  groups  in  this  galaxy.  As  you  know  the  Pleiades  have  also  insiders  in  the
Alcyone/Jahya system. The Taal-Shiar has a dark name, and I am ashamed of my own people. Taal-Shiar is
now a compound of beings from the Nebu Orion group, Uru An Na and the Collective of the Six. They have
inserted an outpost in my star system and I left when all was too much for me. My heart is free. Hownever
you may be born into a tyrannic society, you can always fly away, you can always leave your world and if you
do not have a ship, fly within, fly inside. 

We all have the power to liberate ourselves and the greatest freedom is the freedom you can reach
while remaining chained. It is very easy to feel free when you have no chains, when you are out in space
wandering to wherever you want to go, but the greatest strength is to be free inside when you are enslaved.
This shows your power. The ideal of course is to break your chains and go, but going away is not always the
best solution. Going away, sometimes, means cowardly escaping. First, break the chains inside and then go!
If you go without breaking the chains inside you break the chains only outside. You will not be free. You take
slavery with you. You need to break the chains inside by your own will and then all the rest will fall, and not
matter anymore. Then you can stay in the tyrannized world and fight to liberate others, free, or you can go
and join the Federation and vow yourself to the cause of a greater liberation of other worlds, other species,
other planets. 

I  will  talk  to  you  about  an incident  that  the  Federation  has recently  solved.  The Taal-Shiar  had
connected  with  a  group  of  Terrans,  calling  themselves  “Cosmic  Agency”,  grooming  them  to  pass  the
information at the right moment. This group of Terrans has gained a lot of audience and at the right moment,
just recently as the war exploded. The misinformation was given to them to deceive to Terrans. The Taal-
Shiar group composed of Grail, Kiily-Tokurt, Taal from Jahya were passing preconditioning misinformation to
this group of Terrans, breaking the law of the non-intervention. The ship of their informers were on a lower
unauthorized orbit. We caught them because they modified their signal. They were using a military frequency
signal for planes, and they changed. The Federation caught them and offered them to surrender, because
we always give the choice. They asked them to leave the lower orbit for a higher orbit. They refused, so we
escorted them by force. Somewhere in this star system they will  be judged. We are now looking for the
contact  underground,  that  is  still  trying  to contact  the  Terrans.  This  incident  tells  you  that  the Galactic
Federation of Worlds always looks after the Terrans and now this war is on many levels, and we are taking
care of it. I don't know if you understood, but this incident is typical. There are many groups from Uru An Na
(Orion) and Thuban (Alpha Draconis). They are here interfering, there are many. They come by portals. The
portals are being taken care of. I am fighting personally to neutralize those of my people, who betrayed the
light and gave their heart to darkness. I told you this, last time I spoke to you: do not forgive during the fight
because you will give your power away and consent to be killed. After the fight, and only after you have won,
forgive your enemy and end it well,  on the best appropriate way. But the fight is a ground for no pity, no
forgiveness. The fight is the fight and the energy must be focused on your arm, on your will, on your actions.
The aim, the purpose. The purpose needs to be for peace, freedom, abundance, and evolution.


